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By Dennis Knight, P.E., Member ASHRAE; Stephen Roth, P.E., Member ASHRAE; Steven L. Rosen, Member ASHRAE

Using a building information model (BIM) from the beginning of a project 

helps engineers and designers make better decisions earlier in the 

process. A BIM’s 3-D graphics of buildings and systems are generated by 

data that can be easily changed as the project moves along. Most BIM soft-

ware* links intelligent objects† together, so when a change is made to one 

object, parametric changes are made to any other objects that are linked. For 

example, if an engineer changes the airflow of a diffuser, the corresponding 

duct, diffuser and neck sizes automatically change. 

The data that is the heart of a BIM 
is similar to data in a spreadsheet. To 
describe an entire building in a spread-
sheet, begin with a room. One column 
has a room’s name or number with other 
columns describing the room’s character-

istics such as length, width, height, con-
struction materials and components. To 
describe a specific room in a spreadsheet, 
specify orientation and other information 
relating to the bounding elements (walls, 
roof, and floors) of adjacent rooms. The 

description of the bounding elements 
must be complete so that HVAC analy-
sis software can consider the room as 
a discrete zone for controlling thermal 
comfort. 

To make the spreadsheet more useful, 
add columns and subcolumns for open-
ings such as doors, windows, curtain 
walls, etc. As with a BIM, a spreadsheet 
can be expanded as the building moves 
through its design and life cycles. For 
example, we could add materials infor-
mation including physical and thermal 
properties, manufacturer, model number, 
and full- and part-load performance for-
mulas. To make the objects parametric, 
we could add formulas linking elements 
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that depend on each other for size and location. Eventually, the 
spreadsheet will have a comprehensive description of a room 
and, ultimately, the entire building. This is similar to how a BIM 
authoring tool builds its database of information associated with 
visible objects in a 3-D drawing. 

The buildingSMART Alliance is developing an open stan-
dard approach to integrating facility management handover 
using the Cobie2 XML spreadsheet to BIM.1 When the graphi-
cal model is used to perform analysis, either an integrated 
analytical modeling tool within the BIM software runs the 
analysis, or the information in the model is exported out of 
the physical model in a file format that the analytical model-
ing software accepts. Two of the most common formats are 
IFC1 and gbXML.2 

When the information is exported, it must be identified so that 
other software applications can recognize and reassemble the 
building digitally in the same configuration as described in the 
BIM graphical model. Continuing with the spreadsheet analogy, 
we use our column and subcolumn headings and room names 
and numbers as identifiers for each unique piece of information 

Let’s assume most engineers choose the interoperable ap-
proach to HVAC systems analysis by using independent soft-
ware tools to perform HVAC load and performance calculations 
by exporting the data from the BIM authoring application. In 
the following case study, we explore how a design engineer can 
work with a building information model to complete HVAC 
analysis. 

Figure 1 is a typical 3-D view of a BIM  an HVAC engineer 
received from an architect. The 3-D view helps the engineer 
understand the project’s massing and scale. It is easy for the 
architect to create exterior and interior (Figure 2) views from 
within the BIM. With these views in hand, the HVAC engineer 
can explore site and system options and design decisions can be 
weighed against each other. To validate those decisions, heating 
and cooling loads are necessary.

In this example, the architect has used the data in the BIM 
to validate and verify the programming needs of the project. 
In the schedule shown in Figure 3, the column titled “Delta” 
compares an owner’s required area versus what is defined in 
the model.

Figure 1 (left): Typical 3-D exterior view. Figure 2 (right): Typical 3-D interior view. Both are created using a BIM authoring application.

Figure 3: Building program analysis automatically generated from data within the BIM.

associated with each room. 
These identifiers in an ex-
ported file are referred to as 
“tags.” 

The HVAC engineer adds 
formulas and analytical pro-
cesses to the spreadsheet to 
perform load, annual energy 
consumption and life-cycle 
cost analyses. This is an exam-
ple of an integrated approach. 
When a designer exports only 
the information needed to 
perform HVAC analysis from 
the BIM spreadsheet into a 
spreadsheet created for load 
analysis, that is an example 
of an interoperable approach.
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Figure 4 (left): 2-D view of a portion of the BIM. Figure 5 (right): Object type and element properties views in the BIM.

After all of the rooms in a building have been defined by an 
architect in the BIM, an HVAC engineer creates conditioned 
spaces or zones in the analytical model from those rooms to 
facilitate HVAC analysis. The space defined on the HVAC 
analytical model retains all the room information from the 
BIM and has additional information needed for HVAC analysis.

 “Biochemistry Lab 1198” is the name of the room in the 
BIM (Figure 4) assigned to the area by the architect. Selecting 
the window (an element or object) shown in red in Figure 5 
allows the engineer to see its element and type of properties. 
Dimensions and other parameters can be filled in with data. 
In this example, there is no U-value. A parameter with that 
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Almost 50% of all firms report using BIM for a portion of 
their projects.3 Despite the prevalence of BIM, some disad-
vantages to applying BIM tools prevent widespread adoption. 

BIM requires more effort at the front-end of a project 
to establish the initial framework. This is due to two factors:

1. BIM software is more complex than traditional CAD soft-
ware. Some say it requires a new way of thinking about virtual 
building design. Designers entrenched in using conventional 2-D 
or 3-D CAD software may find it difficult to transition to BIM 
software tools. Designers up to date on current technology 
or practitioners recently educated in technology-based design 
tools are more receptive to the new workflow required by BIM.

2. BIM software requires so much information to be input-
ted that it may be overwhelming to the average designer. To 
properly calculate thermal properties of a building requires a 
lot of accurate information. If all the required information is not 
input or input incorrectly, the thermal analysis will be incorrect. 
BIM software tools are incorporating more “model-checking” 
capabilities that provide feedback to the end-user regarding the 
quality of the information in a model, but these functions still 
have a long way to go to be considered reliable.

What’s Holding Back BIM BIM allows changes to be made easily, so clients may 
make changes late in the process, impacting construction 
and design costs. Also, the parametric nature of some BIM 
tools makes it easy to make changes that propagate through-
out other related models and analytic tools. This could cause 
confusion, unintended problems with non-parametric tools, 
and other coordination problems for those parties that are 
downstream in the building life-cycle process. 

BIM tools produce larger file sizes than traditional 
CAD software tools. Plus, the complexity and amount 
of information in a BIM far exceed those of traditional 
3-D CAD models. Therefore, BIM tools require computer 
hardware with processing speeds and memory capacities 
that are greater than those of other 3-D CAD tools. In 
fact, many complex BIM software tools only work well 
on 64-bit computers with at least 8GB of memory. These 
computers are more expensive than conventional office 
computers. 

BIM requires thinking in 3-D and visualizing the final 
product before design even begins. It is imperative that 
those new to BIM (and even BIM veterans) have sufficient 
training on these tools. Because BIM is relatively new, good 
training is scarce and often expensive.
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value can be added to the window/wall “family.” 
However, this wall or window composition in the 
BIM does not have R-values already assigned to 
the components. 

Although the process is not yet automatic, the 
engineer can quickly assign common U-values to 
most objects in the BIM for use in HVAC analysis 
either within the BIM or when using standalone 
HVAC analysis software. Fortunately, many manu-
facturers and third-party vendors are beginning 
to provide BIM object libraries populated with 
many of the physical and analytical characteristics 
needed to perform HVAC analysis.

Once spaces are defined in the model, HVAC 
loads can be generated from within the BIM 
software (integrated approach) or exported 
to an IFC1 or gbXML2 file that can be used 
with another software package (interoperable 
approach). 

Figure 6 shows the HVAC load analysis out-
puts that can be generated from a combination 
of gbXML data exported from a BIM and other 
data inputted directly into the HVAC analysis software for the 
Biochemistry Lab used in this example.

The output data in Figure 6 is from an interoperable BIM 
software package and can be updated from the HVAC analysis 
program and imported back into the BIM. The engineer now can 
view the HVAC load analysis properties from within the BIM. 

Focusing again on the biochemistry lab load data in Figure 
6, we see that the calculated airflow is 343 cfm. In the BIM, 
airflow value is populated with the calculated 343 cfm value.

The HVAC engineer can place diffusers in this space in the 
BIM authoring tool. If two diffusers of 175 cfm each are as-
signed to the space, the parameter listed in Figure 7 (“Specified 
Supply Airflow”) is 350 cfm.

Just as an architect used BIM to create a schedule to review 
the difference in values of room area programming, an HVAC 
engineer can use a similar workflow and view a schedule that 
will indicate the differences between the specified and calculated 

Figure 7: Biochemistry lab element properties view in BIM.

Figure 6: Example HVAC load analysis output data.

airflows. This process can flag any values that have a determined 
significant delta to allow the design engineer to identify and ad-
dress any large discrepancies.

Similar to the HVAC load analysis example, energy analysis, 
life-cycle cost analysis, scheduling, etc., for any system or com-
ponent associated with a building may be conducted through 
a combination of capturing common data consistently stored 
in the BIM authoring application and exported using IFC or 
gbXML to standalone analytic software.
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